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The Project Brief
Background/Overview
Vegas Stack is in-home gaming entertainment, mainstream in poker chips.
Vegas Stack intends to produce and market high quality, portable poker chips for use
in home and private parties or functions. Currently, poker chips are not widely available
and mainly sold in In Q box. Higher quality sets tend not to be sold in retail outlets,
although it is possible to buy them from retailers such as Amazon.com. There is no regulation in
Singapore prohibiting the possession of poker chips, nor is there a ban on playing poker chips at home or in private
(even if betting money involved). However, the venue must not be open to the public, and the premises may not be
used primarily for the purpose of gambling. See the following article : http:www.bluegatpoker.com/ispokerlegal.html
Vegas Stack is committed to protecting the minor, and thus intends to sell its products only to customers 18 years and
above.

Unique Selling Proposition
Vegas Stacks is looking forward to reaching its target audience in the very best way.
Therefore, with the laser sticker designed chips, Vegas Stacks believes strongly that it could reach them.
Besides, it has its poker chips designed in 4 different ways; namely
“Ultimate”, “Ace Casino”,“Las Vegas” and “Hi Roller”.
To be the most fashionable, most impressive, high quality and cost-effective poker chips.

Objective
To communicate to the potential consumer more effectively in order to create their awareness to the presence
of the Vegas Stacks’ fashion poker chips and expansion of business line.

Understanding the Market
+ Research Findings on the Gaming Industry
What do you prefer, online gaming or offline gaming?
Currently, the gaming industry has been very aggressive online. The rising popularity of Flash and Java led
to an Internet revolution where websites could utilize streaming video, audio, and a whole new set of user
interactivity.
But, neverthelss, offline gamings are still in demand as it does not require any internet access, and some says
that
offline games tend to have a story line behind it.
What makes online casino gaming interesting?
Unlike offline casino, online casino allows players to have their own choices; this is metioned as a fast and
“on-the-spot” kind of approach. In all, poker lovers still prefers the old traditonal way of playing it. Where all
the fun, thrill and excitement takes place. Unlike online casino games, it is more of a privacy demand towards
the online lovers.
In conclusion, for almost as long as the internet has been around, there have been online video games. While
offline games may be more casual-gamer-friendly because of the shorter time investment, you will never find
real people on the other side of the avatars like you would with online games. While it doesn’t replace life social interaction, it is fun to experience games alongside real players.

+ Identifying Opportunities for Vegas Stacks
From our findings, poker gamers are mostly more exposed online. Gamers are mostly very aggressive in
playing online. Through this, it therefore will be able to create publicity to Vegas Stacks as to making itself
exposed to online information. Online sales are already actively in progress.
In addition to this, publicity has been planned to bring in the awareness towards the brand “Vegas Stack”.
As of this, website address is very essential to all marketing collaterals as to bringing in the potential
consumers to have more understanding and the presence of Vegas Stacks.
The opportunity for Vegas Stacks to grow further could be possible due to the completion of the IR.
Futhermore, Vegas Stacks produced good, quality chips, durable and most importantly affordable and
fashionable.

Understanding the Client
+ The Marketing Mix of Vegas Stacks
Product
-Products sold are mainly poker chips, which has been designed in such as way
that customers could enjoy their time at home.
-Due to the small market in doing the chip business now, Vegas Stacks have
come out with a cost-effective product at the same time customers managed
to obtain these chips directly and easily.

Price

-Vegas Stacks came to the result to be the cost effective poker chips retailer.
Besides, selling prices could end up with great discounts due to more buying.

Placement

-Vegas Stakes has got its chips now at the retail stores, which basically placed
on shelves and on-line selling whereby customers could order them on-line.

Promotion

-Vegas Stacks promotional root grows to certain point only, which it needs to be
looked into.
-The current promotion that takes place currently is the on-line promotion through E-bay.

+ SWOT Analysis of Vegas Stacks
Strength

Weakness

Durable
Fashionable
Affordable

Not much
variety

Opportunity

Threats

The opening of IR.
There isn’t much good
quality chips around.

Economic downturn. There are
established competitor eg, pokermania, Anti- Gambler

+ Competitive Analysis

Vegas Stacks VS. Competitors
Expensive

Less Variety

More Variety

Available at most places
Cheap

More Popular

Difficult to find

Low End

Less Popular

+ Developing the Brand DNA of Vegas Stacks

Brand Category
Brand Credibility
- Most fashionable
and high quality
chips

- Home gaming entertainment

-

Brand Character
Trendy
Fashionable
Entertaining
“Bling-Bling”
Casual
Creative
Durable

Brand Benefit
- Endless
enjoyment
- More durable
and high quality
chips

Brand Difference
- Fashionable
chips
- Trendy
- More impressive
cost effective

+ Brand Identity Development for Vegas Stacks
+ Home Gaming Entertainment
Vegas Stacks is a local based home entertainment brand dealing with poker chips.
+ Brand Identity
Vegas Stacks aims to market its product in the local market. Its core goal is just not to make the brand known,
but building a brand name that stands out from competitors.
Brand identity is usually marked by just logo design. Therefore, Vegas Stacks uses all possible ways to establish a
strong brand name which can include- letterhead design, business card designs, envelopes design, website designs
and many more aspects of it. The designs incorporated should be clear and convey the right message to the
target audience successfully.
The use of different styles and tones are of the best creationto innovative designs. Websites is an essential tool in
establishing brand identity as building a functional and practical brand identity strategy is essential for creating
market recognition.
The team went through the first understanding of the business and research on best possible ways to create a
corporate identity, rather it involves complete marketing plan and how to project Vegas Stacks in public.
- Logo development
Vegas Stacks’ logo is designed to the approach of an entertainment gaming.
+ Corporate Identity Kit
Corporate identity kit is an essential part to form a brand image in the mind of end customers. The corporate identity
of Vegas Stacks has been designed in a way that it creates the establishment as a brand name apart from
popularizing it.
+ Consistency Strategy
Our communications strategy focuses on anchoring the brand in the consumer’s mind as a posotive and
distinctive image. It also calls upon a unified action and ultimately focuses on converting the consumer’s
appreciation of the brand into a purchasing action.
+ Collaterals
In the process of creating the brand, marketing materials are placed as a priority as it helps to make the brnad
stands out and its ability to shout out to the world of what the brand is all about,
It also allows to communicate to the consumers out there on the overall characteristic of the brand.

Understanding the Consumer
+ Factors influencing the Typical Vegas Stacks Consumer
There are four main factors that influences the typical Vegas Stacks consumers. The four factors are
culture, social , personal and physiological.
The introduction of Vegas Stacks to the market will bring in lots of challlenges in giving the perception to the
consumers to purchase the poker chips and let it be appreciated.
Personal factors are comprises of demographic factors, situational factors as well as level of involvement.
Demographic factors include age, sex, ethnic origin, income, family lifecycle and occupations.
Psychologically, Vegas Stacks’ audiences are among those who are into glam, glitz and all the “bling-bling”.
Vegas Stacks being positioned as the “Unlimited Glitz”, this on the other hand portrays the glitz trend and the
unlimited poker gaming as it’s been classified as the home gaming entertainment.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Vegas Stacks’ consumers

+ Market Segmenting for Vegas Stacks

- Who are the customers?
Vegas Stacks have had their guides to how they segment their market to meet the needs of the customers.
Vegas Stacks divided the market segmentation accordingly. Products which are introduced for purchase are mainly poker
chips. Vegas Stacks managed to divide the segmentations via the Geographic, Distribution, Price and Media Segmentations.
Vegas Stacks opens its market for the poker chips to the locals. This helps to answer to some questions that people out
there, as before, had been very hard to purchase poker chips in stores.
The poker chips are distributed via 2 channels; basically online purchasing and direct selling from retail stores. This
would then bring Vegas Stacks to the pricing of products. Priced being offered to customers is reasonable and good promotion bargain would imply to good buying.
Fashionable, trendy, hip and entertaining, this brings Vegas Stacks’ attention to groups of males and females, whereby
age ranges from 18years old and above.
This, therefore, portray the personality of the brand itself.

Launching Vegas Stacks in
the Market
The Communication Timeline

Proposed Creatives
+ The Mood Board

Mood Board 1

Mood Board 2

+ The Style Guide

Proposed Creatives
+ Creative Rationales
Vegas Stack Logo
Font : MatamorosWBW Bold/ Freestyle Script
We want to create a classic bold yet stylish new Vegas feel for Vegas Stacks. We use MatamorosWBW Bold
to highlight the word Vegas and for the letter “A”, we replaced it with a bling bling Spade. Reason for replacing is because on Poker cards Spade Ace represent “A” so for people who are regular poker player or people
who knows poker, the replacement of the letter “A” to the spade symbol is easily understood and this create a
sense of closeness to the target audience.
Then for the words “Stacks”, we used the font Freestyle Script. We use this font just like its name freestyle,
people who like freedom and mostly are young adults. It also creates a stylish and new feeling to the word
with the free flow of the stroke of the font.
Finally the “G” from Vegas is nicely link to the “S” in Stacks (starting of the word)to show that the classic and
freestyle combination to the logo. The “G” can be mean Go, so is like from Classic go to Stylish “S”, Vegas
Stacks is your choice (long survival game) of entertainment.

MatamorosWBW Bold:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWZYZ
abcdfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Freestyle Script:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWZYZ
Abcdfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Logo Colors:
We want to create attention, lively yet powerful meaning to the logo.
Therefore, we use 3 main colors in the logo – Orange/Yellow/Black.

Orange :
Reason of why we use orange in the logo is because orange combines
the energy of red and the happiness of yellow. It is associated with joy, sunshine,
and the tropics. Orange represents enthusiasm, fascination, happiness, creativity, determination,
attraction, success, encouragement, and stimulation.
To the human eye, orange is a very hot color, so it gives the sensation of heat.
Orange increases oxygen supply to the brain, produces an invigorating effect, and stimulates
mental activity. It is highly accepted among young people.
Orange has very high visibility, so you can use it to catch attention and highlight
the most important elements of your design. Orange is very effective for promoting toys.

Yellow :

Yellow is the color of sunshine. It's associated with joy, happiness, intellect, and energy.
Yellow produces a warming effect, arouses cheerfulness, stimulates mental activity, and generates
muscle energy. Bright, pure yellow is an attention getter, In heraldry, yellow indicates honor and loyalty.
Use yellow to evoke pleasant, cheerful feelings. You can choose yellow to promote items related to leisure.
Yellow is very effective for attracting attention, so use it to highlight the most important elements
of your design.

Black :
Black is associated with power, elegance, formality, mystery.
Why a mystery is because, you will not know when you will win the game, so
Black color the unknown (black holes) is used. Black also denotes strength and authority;
it is considered to be a very formal, elegant, and prestigious color (black tie, black Mercedes).
Black gives the feeling of perspective and depth. Black contrasts well with bright colors.
Combined with yellow or – black gives a very aggressive color scheme.

Proposed Creatives
+ Creative Rationales
+ Why Public Relations & Advertising ?
We strongly proposed an event for Vegas Stacks to create it awareness to reach its targeted audiences.
It aims at influencing public opinion-since PR recognizes the power of public opinion,it aims at influencing it.
In addition, Public relations helps an organization and its publics adapt mutually to each other.

Primary Elements
Proposed Creative : Public Event @ Robertson Walk
The purpose of this event is the spreading of information to gain public awareness for the poker chips. In creating this
publicity, we strongly believe that this PR campaign will help more in the promotions and sales for the audience.
Proposed Creative : Print Advertisements
Advertisement collateral are designed as Vegas Stacks marketing materials. Promotional ads such as flyers and other
forms of ads such as paperbags and many more.

Secondary Elements
Other elements of IMC such as Sales Promotion, Personal Selling and Direct Marketing are the seconday elements, on
top of PR and Ads.
Proposed creative :
Advertising is one of the many marketing tools that are used to attract attention of prospective customers to a business
or its products or services. The more effective an advertising campaign, more the customers it draws, and with greater
frequency. Advertising is part of the overall marketing strategy of a business, which includes public relations, promotional programs, signage, incentives, newsletters, and word of mouth, among other strategies. The aim of a marketing
strategy is to use advertising, along with these other tools, for maximum impact.

Proposed Creative

Proposed Creatives
Shelf Ambience

+ Proposed Budget

Namecards (600pcs)
– Spot UV with lamination

A4 Flyers (5000pcs)
A4 Standies (4pcs-cardboard)
A4 Standies holder x3
A5 Flyers (5000pcs)
Waterproof Stickers
(A2-40pcs)
Packaging (250pcs)
Paper Bag (500pcs)
157gsm Premium Art Paper

Webserver (2000MB) (per year)
Domain Name (per year)
Robertson Walk Rental
Rental of Shelf (Cactus)

$60
$188
$20
$30
$138
$24
$226
$750
$180
$15
$30
$250

Proposed Creatives - Website

Proposed Creatives

Proposed Creatives

